
        238 Putnam Avenue 
        Cambridge, MA  02139 
        September 28, 1994 
 
Andrew Schoelkopf 
American Paintings 
Christie's Park Avenue 
502 Park Avenue 
New York, NY  10022 
 
Dear Mr. Schoelkopf: 
 
Re:  Eastman Johnson, Girl and Pets (No. 2), 1859, Oil on 
canvas, 10 x 12 inches.  Signed lower left:  "E. Johnson 1859." 
 I examined the painting at Christie's on September 17, 1994.   
 
I also saw the painting at Christie's Boston office on April 17, 
1992.  In my opinion the work is by Eastman Johnson and I will 
include it in my forthcoming catalogue raisonné. 
 
The painting is a smaller version of the painting Girl and Pets, 
dated 1856, oil on academy board, 25 x 28 3/4 inches, in the 
collection of the Corcoran Gallery of  Art.  That painting was 
originally in the collection of W. W. Corcoran and was 
transferred to his Gallery in 1869.   
 
Johnson often made more than one version of a painting, but 
almost always changed some of the details.  For example, in this 
painting the cat is larger than in the Corcoran painting, and 
the plaster falling off the background wall has a different 
shape.   
 
The style of the painting is typical of Johnson's professional 
work of the late 1850s.  It is filled with detail, with, for 
example, tiny strokes creating blue highlights on the cage 
wires.  The girl sits calmly with a serene face, mesmerized by 
watching the drama unfolding of the cat watching the three 
goldfish.  At the same time the cage holding the two guinea pigs 
inside has its door open, making them subject as well to the 
cat's curiosity. 
 
The painting was listed as No. 106 "Girl and Pets (No. 2)" in 
John I. H. Baur, An American Genre Painter:  Eastman Johnson 
(1824-1906) (Brooklyn:  Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, 
1940).  At the time it was owned by the Newton Gallery.  Mr. 
Nicholson apparently purchased the work from the Alexander 



Gallery, New York in May 1984.  If more information comes to 
light, I would be happy to send it along to the new owner.   
 
        Sincerely yours, 
 
 
        Patricia Hills 
        Art Historian, author 
        Eastman Johnson, 1972  
 
 
 
         


